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Experience digital intelligence in powder coating

Dear ladies and gentlemen,

automatically controlled powder quantities, constant layer thicknesses and less powder

consumption - sounds too good to be true? With Flowsense, this is now possible:
The smart system constantly monitors the powder flow and adjusts it to the target value. The

powder quantity is continuously adjusted and deviations are automatically corrected. 

We will show you Flowsense live - at the PaintExpo!
Hall 3, booth 3330

Learn more
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PAINTEXPO 2024

Sustainable & smart solutions for your coating

Do you already have your ticket for PaintExpo in Karlsruhe? Take the chance and experience

our highlights live! We will show exciting innovations in liquid and powder coating, from
manual applications to fully automatic coating solutions. We look forward to meeting you

personally at our booth!

 

When: April 9 - 12, 2024
Where: PaintExpo, hall 3, booth 3330

Get your free ticket now

POWDER COATING

How Shoemaker optimized the production of
geometrically complex parts

The US company Shoemaker, a manufacturer of air diffusers and heating registers, installed an
E-Line powder system to significantly reduce the color change time. The result: personnel

required for reworking was reduced by 90% per shift and production increased by up to 30%.

Learn more

LIQUID COATING

These are the advantages of industrial liquid coating

For high-quality surfaces with an excellent gloss level, liquid coating is the first choice for

almost all substrates. Thanks to the large selection of suitable materials and a wide range of

colors, including metallic, high-gloss and effect paints, there are virtually no limits to the

customization of surfaces. Explore our large product portfolio!

Explore our products

Contact us for your liquid coating project

J. Wagner GmbH - Michael Müller (CEO), Roland Frotscher, Christian Glaser - Location:
Markdorf - Register court: Freiburg district court, HRB 581403, Otto-Lilienthal-Straße 18,

Markdorf, Baden-Wuerttemberg 88677, Germany, +49 7544 505-0
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